
SwapX 

Introduction 
Swap is a game for four players. It is a fast-paced, dynamic strategy board game. The goal is the 

extinction of the other players by carefully choosing your every move on the board. 

The balance between offense and defense is crucial. 

Don’t make any mistakes! 

Definitions 
Players: 4 players 

Game board: The game is played on an 8x8 board. You can use a chessboard. 

Game tokens:  

- Cell tokens (different colors for each player) 

- Supply tokens (same for all players) 

Initial set-up 
All players start with the following initial set-up (fig. 1):  

As you can see, each player has 1 cell token and 3 supply tokens. 

  

Fig. 1 Initial set-up 



Operating range 
All adjacent fields of a cell token are called operating range (see fig. 2) 

Each field has 8 adjacent fields. Thus fields are influenced diagonally, horizontally and vertically. 

 

Fig. 2 Green player's operating range 

All cell tokens in the starting initial set-up have 3 supply tokens in their operating range. These 

supply tokens are under control of the respective players. 

All supply tokens can be claimed by any player by extending their operating range to the supply 

tokens. 

Supply 
At the beginning of a turn, the player makes a supply check. That means that he needs at least as 

much supply tokens in his operating range as he has cell tokens on the board. The number of supply 

tokens in his operating range is called supply points. 

If a player has more cell tokens, than supply points, he has to remove cell tokens until the supply 

points and the number of cell tokens are equal. 

Blocked supply tokens 
A supply token, which is in the operating range of two different players, is deemed blocked and does 

not increase the supply points of neither player.  

  

Fig. 3 Blocked supply token 



Gameplay 
The players make their moves in turn. Every player can make one move per turn. 

The player then can choose between one of the following moves: 

Spawn 
The player can place either a cell tokens or a supply tokens on an unoccupied field in his operating 

range. If the player does not have more supply points than cell tokens, he cannot place a cell token. 

 

Fig. 4 Possible spawning fields (for cells) 

Swap 
The player can swap the position of one of his cell tokens with any other adjacent token (both cell 

and supply of his own or other players). 

 

Fig. 6 Swap with enemy cell token (before) 

 

Fig. 7 Swap with enemy cell token (after) 

  

Fig. 5 Possible spawning 
fields (for supply) 



Move 
The player can move one of his cell tokens to any unoccupied adjacent field. 

 
Fig. 8 Move (before) 

 

Fig. 9 Move (after) 

Pass 
The player can choose not to make any move. 

Cell clusters 
All of a players cell tokens must be connected to each other. The whole cell cluster must have 

“access” to enough supply points (meaning, that one or more cell tokens have supply tokens in their 

operating range). 

 

Fig. 10 Cell cluster with enough supply points 

 

Fig. 11 Cell cluster with a lack of supply points due to a blocked supply token. 



If the cluster is disrupted, the player has to choose between one of the clusters immediately. The 

other cluster is immediately destroyed and the tokens are removed from the board. 

 

Fig. 12 The cluster is disrupted. Now the player has to decide which cell cluster he wants to continue with. 

Additional rules 
A player may not swap if it would lead to the disruption of his own cluster. The only cell token, which 

may “suicide”, is the swapping token. 

Game loss 
If a player has only one cell left, he has lost and his last cell token is removed from the board. The 

initial set-up is the exception to this rule. 

Game variants 
The game is best played with 2 teams consisting of 2 players. Each team-member starts in cross-

corner positions. 

A free for all with shifting alliances is also possible, and it leads to a lot of dynamic situations. 
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